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Intro
Why we’re here, our journeys to leadership in 
People Ops, and a challenge we’ve overcome 
in finding our voice



Slido

Where do you lose your 
voice at work?

Participants can vote at slido.com with #7015550



HR has shifted to People Ops
Shifting from Business first to People first

Data as empowerment for culture vs. just data for the numbers
People and their experiences aren’t just numbers

HR → People Ops
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Finding & fostering 
your voice



Knowing yourself

● Finding your brand
● Understanding your values
● Finding your network

“If you run into an asshole in 
the morning, you run into an 
asshole. If you run into 
assholes all day, you’re the 
asshole.”

— Raylan Givens in Justified



Focus on your voice
● Mood - being in the right mood for a conversation

● Language - what you say and how you say it

● Finding your voice vs. using your voice

How can you use your voice this week?



Frameworks



OAR - Observer, Action, Result
“Language and the Pursuit of Leadership Excellence” by



HUMANS - Humility, Unexpected, Model, 
Adapt, Narrate, Spark

“You Do Youish” by Erin Hatzikostas

Humility
Self-Aware, Vulnerable and Courageous. 
Showcase the realness of being who you are. 
Use your flaws to create trust.

Unexpected
Surprise & Delight.

Model
Show, don’t tell.
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Adapt
Letting yourself and others grow, with 
authenticity

Narrate
Use the power of storytelling to connect 
with others

Spark
Create sparks of inspiration that will 
ignite fires
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Further reading

Erin Hatzikostas’s 
- Authenticity 
“You do youish”
bauthenticinc.com/youdoyouish

Cy Wakeman - No 
Drama
realitybasedleadership.com

Language and the 
Pursuit of Leadership 
Excellence
amazon.com/Language-Pursuit-Leadersh
ip-Excellence-Extraordinary
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https://www.bauthenticinc.com/youdoyouish
https://www.realitybasedleadership.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Language-Pursuit-Leadership-Excellence-Extraordinary/dp/0974948756
https://www.amazon.com/Language-Pursuit-Leadership-Excellence-Extraordinary/dp/0974948756


Q&A



Optional Exercise: 
Knowing Your Brand



What are 3 values you hold 
personally?

What are 3 values you hold 
for work?  

Am I behaving in an 
incongruent way with my 
values now?

And if they’re different - why? Can you 
and should you change that? 
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Understanding Your Values
Know Your Brand Exercise



Who is around you and how 
can they help you find your 
voice? 

When will you reach out next 
to connect? 

Who is a leader you would 
like to model your voice or 
leadership style to and why?

Write down 2 traits they have that you 
also think you have that you can foster.
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Finding your network
Know Your Brand Exercise



Breakout Rooms


